
ACROSS
 1 Bleed badly holding a cut head and collapse (7)
 5 A gift surprisingly European Union returned being 

weary (7)
 9 There Bannockburn endlessly is set out and kept for 

later (2,3,4,6)
10 Trained ‘tecs accepting another’s orders (6)
12 Not required to accommodate society that’s  

scattered (6)
13 Pole’s broken heart (5)
15 Squeeze money from using text or circular (6)
16 Bangle later remodelled for Mark to wear (6)
17 Suit is cut out with nice (trim) jacket (5)
18 Colonel hugs popular Argentine woman of the same 

age (6)
19 Unarmed combat tamed reluctant bride winning 

heart of artist ... (6)
21 ... and his frame as in general rejection (5)
22 Given last rites Latin fills a need (6)
24 Wings drawing back after 1 down (6)
28 Gathering in at farm and dieting is unbecoming (5,10)
29 Young boy is leaving bus foolishly flapping (2-5)
30 Plans for housing estates (7)

DOWN
 1 Company I’d brought up see about that (7)
 2 Crazy campanile clubs? (4,2,3,6)
 3 Heraldic device for Community of the Resurrection is 

in Latin (5)
 4 Ecstasy left an enthusiastic energy (4)
 5 Regularly frank with European at the outset but not 

genuine (4)
 6 Light punch you sum up finally as a blow (5)
 7 Field Marshal accepting Parliamentary statute 

moved out to support other senior officer who  
performs just about every service (7,8)

 8 Are nets arranged for first-fruits? (7)
11 Son aimed and put down roots (7)
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12 Chain that secures hut lockable when empty (7)
14 Tears when Royal Society closes clinic (5)
18 Benevolent foundation is cautious about computers &c. (7)
20 Dutch scholar confused me with Russian dropping in (7)
23 As a friend that is keeping man up (2,3)
25 Opener in match going over score for other opener? (5)
26 Family supported by good monarch (4)
27 Where some train for bar or bars (4)


